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    Abstract- All organizations, staffs, foundations and universities in this age depend completely on  information and data to convoy 
the technical and scientifically  development, and as it's known today that this age we live in is called or known as the age of  
information or the age of technology , and we can say that having a greater amount of information means having control over several 
fields and the development of  information systems has already done a huge qualitative leap in the field of information technology , it's 
preciseness , increasing it's  productivity and exploiting machines for performing all works in foundations and some other 
organizations ,therefore foundations started aiming to get the biggest amount of information, thence negativity appeared in technology 
and penetration, piracy and data exchange in illegal way started to be called ; information technology crimes, as it is a phenomenon 
which has many effects over the political, martial, economical, and safety fields , therefore foundations, universities, organizations, 
information centers and some other administrations should protect their  information and data from penetrating networks and 
information systems where they exchange these information and process them ,whether inside that foundation / center or through the 
world wide web. 
          Among these foundations which depend on information; research centers, information centers , universities , libraries and some 
other different foundations which have an informational uprising  that should have been protected from piracy and theft . This study 
ought to evaluate the reality of using security and protection of information systems in the national organization of information 
security from stealing , penetration , messing up, robbery , or change which effects directly on the credibility of this foundation 
considering information and data  the spinal column of this foundation . 
 
    Index Terms- protection, security, information systems, cryptography 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
n today's business environment, security is a major problem in all areas. Hackers and invaders have done a number of successful 
attempts to lower top-level corporate networks and web services. Many methods have been developed for network infrastructures 

and Internet connections such as firewalls, encryption and virtual private networks. Discipline is a new addition to this technology. In 
recent years there have been methods of attack. Using intrusion detection methods, you can collect and use certain attack attacks and 
find out who is trying to attack the network or private hosts. Data collected in this way can be used for network security and for legal 
purposes. There are also much vulnerability in the market that contain various network holes, including firewalls that block unwanted  
signals and signaling systems (IDSs). This determines whether the device has attempted to use it. For this purpose, both commercial 
and open source products are available. Trusted security systems are needed to create trusted  computing platforms (network-related 
components). In the design of the base system, a security policy has been developed, taking into account the measures taken to ensure 
the privacy and integrity of the system. The privacy situation in this context shows users access restrictions and is available to protect 
the data. Honesty means that the information in the system and system is working properly. Furthermore, the existence of the system 
must be maintained, it must remain unchanged while maintaining the integrity of the system, even if it operates at a user-friendly 
level. 
 

II. RESEARCH PROBLEM  
          In as much as foundations , staffs , data centers , universities and some other administrations depend on information technology, 
increasing these techniques complexity , technological  advance and information systems , all  put these foundations , staffs and data 
centers , in more risks and expose them to  stealing , and  losing these important information puts foundations , staffs and information 
centers in a situation , especially  if the security and protection of information systems application has been facing many difficulties, 
so this foundation would be more exposed to lose a maximum amount of their information and data, what makes them in a need for 
using security and protection of information systems .  
 

I 
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III. SYMMETRIC CRYPTOGRAPHY  
          Symmetric key cryptography has two parts: power passwords and password blocking. Stream chips are like a one-pad, but it 
provides security for a relatively small and controlled key. The key extends for a long period of time, which is then used as a one-off 
platform. 
          Blocking is based on the coding code concept where the code identifies the key code. The privacy block algorithms can be very 
scary. Passwords that are internally blocked also use confusion and diffusion. 
          There is a two-way encryption algorithm. Of these algorithms AS / 1 and RC4.Bit are widely used today, while AS / 1 works on 
GSM mobile phones. The AS / 1 algorithm represent the class of hardware-based large stream chips. RC4s use multiple places as well 
as Secure Layer or SSL and it is almost the only one with the current password because RC4 is powerful in software. 
          Blocked password DES (because of the relatively simplified block encryption standards), all these are block passwords that 
need to be compared. 
 
Stream ciphers  
          The current length passes through the n keys of the bits k and extends to the remote key current. This key is then handled by p-
text p to create encrypted text with XOR-ed. Using the mainstream is the same as using a disposable password. The same key current 
is created with a stream password to open a password and XOR-ed encrypted text. 
          Stream encryption function Stream chip (k) = S, where the key is the switch and the C key flow. Encryption Formula: 
 

Co = po  so.c1 = p1     s1.c2 = p2   s2…… 
 

Where P= po  p2.....is the plaintext. S= so  s2..... is the key stream and C=co  c2 ... .is the cipher text. To 
decrypt cipher text C, the key stream S is again used. 
 

Co = co  so.p1 = c1     s1.p2 = c2   s2…… 
          Provided that both the sender and receiver have the same stream cipher algorithm and that both know the key k. 
 
 A5/1  
A5 / 1 - Current passwords used by mobile phones to protect privacy. This algorithm 
There is an algebraic description. AS / 1 uses three linear feedback shift registers [...] or LFSRs with symbols (X, Y, Z. X , x1, x2, 
............. x18). 
 
          Registered Y 22 bits (y0, y1, y2….. y21) and Z 23 bits (z0, z1, z2, ….. z22). Thus, three LFSRs have a total of 64 bits. 
It is no coincidence that the key is k - 64 bits. The key is used as the first filler for the first registrant. We are prepared to produce the 
main stream only after the three recipe has been given. However, we must first discuss X, Y and Z registers. 
In step X the following are: 
 

t= x13       x16          x17       x18 
xi=xi-1    for  I = 18,17,16……….1 
x0=t 
 
Similarly, for registers Y and Z, each step consists of 
 

t= y20   y21 
yi= yi-1   for i= 21,20,19……..1 
y0= t 
 
and 
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t= z7   z20     z21    z22 
zi= zi-1    for i=22,21,20……1 
z0=t 
 
Respectively. 
 
If x, y, and z are three, the function returns 0 if x, y, and z are zero on Return 1. 
Used for A5 / 1 hardware and for every hour to mix the value 
 
M= maj(x8, y10, z10) 
is computed. Then the registers x, y, and z step according to the following rules: 
 
if x8= m then X steps 
if y10= m then Y steps 
if z10= m then Z steps 
 
Finally, a key stream bit s generated as: 

S= x18   y21     z22 
This is then XORed with the plaintext (if encrypting) or XOR-ed with the cipher text (if decrypting.  
 
RC4  
          RC4 codecs is unlike A5 / 1. For A5 / 1 RC4s it is optimized for software development and RC4 is the primary byte at each 
stage and A5 / 1 produce only one key stream. 
          The RC4 algorithm is very simple because it resembles a table that contains 256 bytes location. Whenever the basic validity of 
each input stream is created, the functional actuator is constantly changing, so the table always has its own place (0, 1, 2, ........, 255). 
All RC4 algorithms are based on bytes. The first step in the algorithm triggers the spreadsheet with the key. This switch is  i = 0, 1 ... 
N-1, 
 
Table 4.1. RC4 initialization 
For I = 0 to 255 
S[i]=i 
K[I]=key[I mod N] 
Next i 
J=0 
For I = 0 to 255 
J= (j+S[i] + K[i] mod 256) 
Swap(S[i].S[j]) 
Next i 
 I=j=0 
 
 
          Each button [i] is a byte and S (i) is a lookup table for each S [i]. Table (2) in the table shows the pseudo-code for the P-
permutation of activation. 
          Interesting features in RC4 are that the key can be longer than 256 bytes. The key is used only to initiate P rights. 
          After the start-up phase, each key stage flask is given in accordance with the table (3) algorithm, which is the main stream. Byte 
is a byte with XOR-ed, open text (encryption), or XOR-ed, encrypted text (open passwords). The RC4 output can also be used as a 
pseudo-random digital generator for applications requiring pseudo random numbers of "cryptographic" (i.e. presumably). 
The RC4 algorithm you can look for as a changing lookup table is smart and powerful software. However, the attack is available for 
specific purposes 
          RC4 [.............], but we cannot attack if we remove the first 256 bytes of bytes. This can be accomplished by adding up to 256 
stages to the output stage, in which each step generates and interrupts the key byte after the table 3 algorithm. 
RC4 is used in many applications, such as SSL. However, the algorithm is not very optimized for older and 32-bit processors. 
Table 4.2. RC4 key stream byte 
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i = (I+ 1) mod 256  
j = (j + S[i]) mod 256 
Swap(S[i] .S[j])  
t=(S[i] + S[j]) mod 256  
KeystreamByte = S[t] 
 
 Block Ciphers  
          Blocks encrypted blocks blocking plain text in solid format and creates encrypted text in a solid size. The encrypted text is 
separated from the text. Repeat an F-type F functions. 
          Function F, which is dependent on the K and K buttons of the previous type, is referred to as round operations because it is used 
in each type, not in its forms. 
          Blocked items are security and efficiency. Developing secure passwords or powerful algorithms is not a challenging task, but it 
is surprising to design very secure and encrypted passwords. 
 
Feistel Cypher  
Feistel encoders are, in principle, general password design, but no special passwords, but Feistel passwords for block passwords. The 
Feistel P text is divided into the left and right pieces. 
P =(LO. RO), 
And for each round i =1,2 ........ n new left and right halves are computed according to the rule 
 
Li= Ri-1         (3.1) 

RI=Li-l   F(Ri-l.Ki)       (3.2)  
 
          That is the sub key for the round. The sub key is derived from the K key according to the keypad algorithm. Finally, C is the 
final outcome. 
C = (Ln. Rn). 
Feistline encryption is a barber that is, we have the password to decompile whatever F function. We resolve the equations 1 and 2 for 
R-1 and Li-1 and return the process 
Ri-1 = Li  

Li-I = Ri  F (Ri-1, Ki) 
And the final results is the original plaintext P = (LO. RO).  
          All circular functions work in Feistel encryption if F's output is the correct number of bits. In particular, function F must not be 
altered. For example, for all Ri-1 and Ki F (Ri-1 Ki) = 0, we have "encoding" and "password" with this F but encrypted is not really 
safe. The advantage of Feistel encryption is that all security equations suspect circular activity. Thus, the analysis can focus on F. 
 
DES  
          DES, the Data Encryption Standard was developed in the 1970's. The design is based on the Feistel code developed by IBM, 
based on the Focus Codes. DES is simply a simple block identifier. 
          By mid-1970s, the US government became clear that secure encryption was justified by the commercial need. Volume and 
sensitivity over time and digital data, the computer revolution grew rapidly. The National Secret Security Agency or NSA Secret 
Agent did not want to contact DES, but ultimately accepted the study and dissemination of Lucifer models. All of this was secretly 
made and the data became popular later.  Most suspected that the NSA had set a "tailgate" for DES, so it could simply interfere with 
the password. Of course, the NSA's SIGINT operation and the general lack of trust in the government have raised such fears. But for 
30 years, it has not been opened to the back door for intense cryptanalysis. However, these doubts started with DNA itself. 
          Lucifer was finally des, but not the least, and some of them were not so subtle. The biggest change is that the key length is 
reduced from 128 to 64 bits. However, eight 64-bit bits were thrown, so the actual key length is only 56 bits. 
          As a result of these modifications, the expected work required for a brute force exhaustive key search was reduced from  
to By this measure, DES is times easier to break than Lucifer! 
          The obvious, suspicious thing is that the NSA has been involved in this case. However, subsequent cryptanalysis of the DES 
algorithm detected shocks that required less effort than tests . As a result, DES may have about 56 key keys because it may be a 
longer key. 
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Subtle modifications to Lucifer include change boxes or S-boxes. In particular, these changes led to a suspect in the back room. But 
time goes by, it seems clear that many years later the changes to the S boxes enhanced the algorithm by protecting unknown 
cryptanalyses. 
In summary, 

 DES 16 different Feistel passwords; 
 DES has a 64-bit block length; 
 DES uses a 56-bit key; Each DES-type contains a 48-bit sub key, and each sub key consists of a 48-bit 56-bit key. 

 

IV. HASH FUNCTION  
          The spreading function (used in data structures and algorithms) takes lines from arbitrary lengths and shortens them into shorter 
rows. In data structures, these shortcuts can be used as an index in the table: hash function is too short. Fourthly, the hash function 
requires fewer contradictions (as in every table, only a few elements run out). 
 
The cryptographic spreading function h (x) should provide: 

 Packaging: any input x size, output length = h (x) is very small. In practice, the cryptographic spread function generates fixed 
size costs regardless of the feed length. 

 Function: All inputs x, h (x) should be easy to calculate. When calculating H (x), the computational motion increases with x 
length, but not too fast. 

 Unidirectional: x (x) = The value of y cannot be calculated taking into account any y value. Another way to say this is to 
overestimate the difficulty. 

 Weak Impact Resistance: For x and h (x) it is difficult to find y-x such as y (x) = h (x). 
 Greater crash resistance: It is difficult to find x and y xi-y and x (x) = h (y). 

 
          Output fields should be present because the input field is larger than the free space. For example, suppose that the spread 
function generates a 128-bit output. If the value of this estimate reaches any output, all access values are up to about 150 gigabytes on 
average, over or over 4,000,000. And copy 150-bit entries. Collision prevention features require that all of these conflicts (with 
all others) are difficult to find. Importantly, there are cryptographic hash functions. 
          Hash functions are very useful for security purposes. The important use of Hash is to calculate a digital signature. If Alice uses a 
"special" key for coding, that is, he calculates S = [M] Alis. If Alice M and Sni send it to Bob then Normal M = {S} can confirm the 
signatures by confirming Alice. However, if M is larger, [M] Alice pays an estimate that is not the bandwidth used to send the same 
size M and C. 
          Assume that Alice has a cryptographic spread function. M (M) file can be considered "fingerprint". This is less than H (M) 
Mbit. M. If M is different from one or more "min", it can be assumed that about half of h (M) and h (M ') can be expected. Alice S = 
[h (M)] under signing you can login and send Bob M and S. (M) = {SJ Alice. 
          What are the benefits of a signature (M) instead of M? For example, expensive private view features should only apply to small 
fingerprints (M) instead of the entire file. Greater M and more efficient h (M) the funds are so large. Additionally, when you send 
multiple attachments to Alice, the bandwidth is stored. 
 
 Non-Cryptographic Hashes  
          To understand a specific cryptographic hash function, first consider a few simple non-cryptographic hashes. Suppose the input 
data is 
X = (XO, Xl, X2 .... , Xn-1) 
where each Xi is a byte. We can define a hash function h(X) by 
h(X) = (XO + Xl + X2 + - - - - + Xn-1) mod 256. 
          This, of course, impresses as the input of any size is compressed into 8 bits. But this would not be safe, because if we mix 
directly with 2x4 = 16. For example 
h(10101010,0000,1111) = h(0000,1111,10101010) = 10111001. 
          The length of the hash is not very short, but has many algebraic structures. As an example of a non-cryptographic hash, look at 
the following. Again, data is written as bytes 
X = (X0, XI, X2 ... Xn-1). 
Here, we'll define the hash h(x) as 
h(X) = nX0 + ( n-1) X1 + ( n-2)X2 + .... +2Xn-2 + Xn-1 mod 256. 
Is this hash secure? At least it gives different results when two bytes are swapped, for example, h(0000001,00001111)  
h(00000000,00010001)= 00010001 .  
 
          Although this is not a trusted cryptographic hash, it is used successfully in a non-cryptographic program [...]. 
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          One of the common methods for non-cryptographic "hash" is a cyclical surveillance or CRC [...]. These calculations are 
basically a long time interval and the remainder is CRC. The default long term division is used to substitute the difference XR value. 
          By choosing this distributor, it's easy to find clashes and actually make collisions easier with any CRC system [...]. CRCs are 
sometimes used in applications that require cryptographic integrity (incorrect). For example, WEP [.....] uses cryptographic 
compositions to match the more consistent CRC checksum. CRC and its equalization methods are intended solely to detect 
transmission errors - not to disclose information unintentionally. 

  Efficiency problems. The spreading function can be calculated by applying a single input to the input, while retaining certain 
data. It is also very powerful for large files. 

  Applies to Hash functions. Today MD5 and SHA-1 are the most resilient for hash functions. Its capacity is 160 bits. 
 

V. POPULAR USES OF COLLISION-RESISTANT HASH FUNCTIONS  
          In practice, the password used to log on is required. If this file is stolen, all user passwords should be opened. In Unix, this 
problem solves the password only with the required passwords. That is, any input included on the desktop (usher h (pwdi)) with the 
lock-resistant hash function. 
          The structure of this structure, as we have seen, is a one-way approach to the conflict of the clash traditions. Therefore, getting a 
password file does not specify the passwords needed to log in. (Remember that Hw (pwdi) information does not help access the 
server, because the host waits for host pwdi and h (pwdi).) 
 

VI. CONCLUSION  
          Our system generates enough keys; It can generate different keys for different applications; Supports withdrawal; Its security 
document is based on extensive research in software development and in statistical discussions under subordinates; And we have 
shown that it is less than half of the wrong diagnosis. 
          An advanced sophisticated system with two subsystems and a biometric separation system has been created to authenticate and 
create keys. The purpose of the first subsystem is to identify people based on biometric data. The validation of the service recognition 
system is carried out. The execution is controlled by parameter FRR (false encryption) and parameter difference (incorrect). The 
results are as follows: FRR = 0.37 and Far = 0%. Selected parts by IRSA-iris segmentation did not produce good results. 
          The second subsystem is responsible for developing a cryptographic key creation system. The maximum length of the key is 
150 bits for the smallest FRRs and FARs. Performance and individual systems are certified with parameters FRA and LP. The results 
are as follows: FRR = 1.35 and Far = 0%. 
          Authentication and key systems have competed with Daugmans biometric key generations. In the "Biometric Effective 
Crypton" combination, the authors note that the key length of FRR = 0.47 and FAR = 0 is 140 bits. 
 

VII. FURTHER WORK  
          The main idea for future business is to develop systems that use biometric errors to create key PKI keys. He has thoroughly 
studied IBM's information acquisition methods and public key production mechanisms. Photos are in RGB format. Thus, in view of 
the large amount of data, the length of the normal PKI key is large. The results confirm the validity of the proposed solutions. 
Another idea for the future is to develop a multimedia content protection system for biometric data using cryptographic protection. 
Using biometric information such as a key may prevent access to unauthorized use of copyrighted material. A combination of 
symmetrical and asymmetrical keys used for this purpose. The proposed method can fill the system to create a water cylinder. 
The latest offer for the next job is the development of a digital content management system, DRM - Digital Rights Management. 
System-based and identification methods that incorporate DRM are based on iris biometric data systems. The victims of the system 
distinguish between protection and individuality. The purpose of the system is to separate customers from illegal users, so only 
authorized customers have access to digital content. 
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